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Abstract: The evaluation and prediction of the agricultural machinery field efficiency is essential
for agricultural operations management. Field efficiency is affected by unpredictable (e.g., machine
breakdowns) and stochastic (e.g., yield) factors, and thus, it is generally provided by average norms.
However, the average values and ranges of the field efficiency are of limited value when a decision
has to be made on the selection of the appropriate machinery system for a specific operational
set up. To this end, in this paper, a new index for field operability, the field traversing efficiency
(FTE), a distance-based measure, is introduced and a dedicated tool for estimation of this measure
is presented. In order to show the degree of the dependence of the FTE index on the operational
features, a number of 864 scenarios derived from the consideration of six sample field shapes, three
conventional fieldwork patterns, four driving directions, and twelve combinations of machine unit
kinematics and implement width were evaluated by the developed tool. The test results showed that
variation of FTE was up to 23% in the tested scenarios when using different operational setups.
Keywords: operation management; field coverage; route planning; productivity

1. Introduction
An operational system in agricultural field operation consists of tangible entities (i.e., a field),
implementing entities (i.e., machines), and operating features (i.e., driving direction, fieldwork pattern,
etc.). Field efficiency is a time-based measure for the productivity of an operational system, and it is
defined as the ratio between the effective time and the total time (effective time plus non-productive
time) used to execute an operation [1]. Field efficiency is directly connected with the economic
performance of the operating system [2–7].
The non-productive time elements include: turning times; in-field preparations, maintenance,
adjustments, breakdowns and repairs; in-field transport time; in-field loading/unloading time; and
idle time of primary unit (i.e., a harvester) waiting for a service unit (transporting trailer). A large
number of these factors, such as in-field preparations, adjustments, breakdowns etc. are factors that
are not predictable and highly depended on the operator’s abilities and experience, current field
conditions, and on factors that are highly stochastic (e.g., breakdowns). This is the reason that the
field efficiency is generally provided by average norms. Typical average values for field efficiency of
agricultural operations ranged between 50–90% [1]. These norms are of limited value when a decision
have to be made on the selection of the appropriate machinery system for a specific operational set
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up (i.e., fieldwork pattern, driving direction, operating width, machine maneuverability, and field
shape), especially in the case of precision agriculture practices that requires specific and specialized
operational configurations [8–10]. A number of studies have been dedicated to develop field indices
for estimating operational efficiency [7,11–13]. However, due to the variation of shape and size of
fields, there are no general shape indices for estimating field efficiency of any types of fields so far. To
this end, a measure of the field efficiency tailored to the specific operational system is needed.
The driving distance during a field operation is a function of the above-mentioned operational
specifications, i.e., field shape (tangible feature); operating width and agricultural vehicle
maneuverability (implementing features) [14]; and field-work pattern and driving direction (operating
features), meaning that if these specifications are quantified then the driving distance can be
estimated. Furthermore, the driving distance is composed of the productive driving distance
and the non-productive driving distance (i.e., headland turning distance, field entering/exiting
travelled distance).
In this paper we propose a new more objective and measurable index for the field efficiency based
on the travelled distance of an agricultural machinery during a field operation, the field traversing
efficiency (FTE), as a function of well-quantified operational specifications. For the purposes of
calculating the FTE, a dedicated tool that generates a continuous field area coverage path was also
developed to estimate the total travelled distance and the various distance elements (e.g., turnings) this
path consists of, and also to categorize the path’s various segments to productive and non-productive
ones. The tool comprises three modules, the field representation module and the connectors’ generator
module, and the continuous path generator module. In the first module, all fixed distance elements
(field-work tracks, headland passes) are identified by taking into account the field shape, the operating
width, and the driving direction, while in the second module, all inter-connections between the
fixed elements are generated by taking into account the machine maneuverability. In the third
module a continuous path is generated based on an undirected graph converted from the field
geometrical representation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview
An arable farming operation typically consists of productive parts (active execution of the main
task, e.g., spraying) and non-productive parts (e.g., turnings). In terms of the area to be covered,
two parts of the area can be distinguished, the headland area and field body area, where each one of
these two areas is covered by a number of paths called either headland passes or field-work tracks,
respectively. Additionally, the area covered by the implement traversing a field-work track is denoted
a “row”.
In order to cover the entire field area, a continuous path that starts at the field gate, traverses
headland passes and field-work tracks (the order of these two depends on the operation), and terminates
at the field gate again, has to be generated. The method presented here, implements three steps in
order to generate such a continuous path, namely:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Generation of the fixed entities. This step includes the generation of the headland passes, and the
field-work tracks (presented in Section “Fixed Entities”).
Generation of connectors. Four types of connectors that connects the fixed entities are generated
(presented in Section “Generation of Connectors”).
Generation of a continuous path for field coverage. Formulation of the field coverage problem as
the problem of traversing an undirected weighted graph (presented in Section “Continuous Path
Generation”).
The input parameters of the planning method include:

•

The coordinates of the edges of the polygon representing the field boundary (B);
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•
••

••
••
•
•
•
•

The machine’s effective operating width (w);
The driving
drivingangle
angle
which
defines
the direction
of (in
tracks
(in to
relation
to the Transverse
Universal
The
(θ),(θ),
which
defines
the direction
of tracks
relation
the Universal
Transverse
Mercator
(UTM)-Easting
axis);
Mercator (UTM)-Easting axis);
The number
number of
of headland
headland passes
passes (h).
(h).
The
The
minimum
turning
radius
of
the vehicle
vehicle (r).
(r).
The minimum turning radius of the
The coordinates of the location of the field gate where vehicles can enter and exit the field (E).
The coordinates of the location of the field gate where vehicles can enter and exit the field (E).
The fieldwork pattern (F), which determines the traversing order of the track sequence.
The fieldwork pattern (F), which determines the traversing order of the track sequence.
A graphical description of the structure of the tool is presented in Figure 1.
A graphical description of the structure of the tool is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The graphical description of the developed tool.
Figure 1. The graphical description of the developed tool.

The presented methodology, in its current form, considers the following assumptions-limitations:
The presented methodology, in its current form, considers the following assumptionslimitations:
(a)
Path generation for fields with obstacles is not considered.
(b)
The methodology
onlywith
be applied
to is
non-capacitated
field operations such as tillage, plough,
(a) Path
generation forcan
fields
obstacles
not considered.
andmethodology
so on.
(b) The
can only be applied to non-capacitated field operations such as tillage, plough,

and so on.
2.2. Generation of Continuous Path
2.2.
of Continuous Path
2.2.1.Generation
Fixed Entities
passes, field-work tracks, and rows, are referred to as fixed entities (Figure 2). These fixed
2.2.1.Headland
Fixed Entities
entities are explained as follows:
Headland passes, field-work tracks, and rows, are referred to as fixed entities (Figure 2). These
(a)
(H): A headland
fixed Headland
entities arepass
explained
as follows:pass is a concentric path covering the headland area at the same
width as the operating width w, of the implement which is made up of a set of sequentially
(a) Headland pass (H): A headland pass is a concentric path covering the headland area at the same
clockwise ordered points. An inner boundary between the headland area and the work area
width as the operating width w, of the implement which is made up of a set of sequentially
is created at a distance half of the operating width w/2 from the last headland passes, the area
clockwise ordered points. An inner boundary between the headland area and the work area is
enclosed by the inner boundary is denoted the field body area.
created at a distance half of the operating width w/2 from the last headland passes, the area
(b) Row (R): The field body area is covered by parallel rows that transect the area. The width of each
enclosed by the inner boundary is denoted the field body area.
row equals the operating width w of the machine.
(b) Row (R): The field body area is covered by parallel rows that transect the area. The width of each
(c) row
Field-work
track
(T): A track
is represented
by two ending points is the central line of a row and
equals the
operating
width
w of the machine.
is
used
as
the
guidance
line
for
the
machine
to two
cover
each row.
(c) Field-work track (T): A track is represented by
ending
points is the central line of a row and

is used as the guidance line for the machine to cover each row.
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2. 2.Illustrative
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entities.
Figure 2. Illustrative example of fixed entities.
Generation
of Connectors
2.2.2. 2.2.2.
Generation
of Connectors

(as
Figure3)3)are
arecurved
curved paths
paths that
thethe
gategate
points,
the tracks,
2.2.2.Connectors
Generation
of shown
Connectors
Connectors
(as shown
in in
Figure
thatinter-connect
inter-connect
points,
the tracks,
and
the
headland
passes.
The
connectors
are
generated
both
in
clockwise
and
anti-clockwise
and the headland
passes.
The
connectors
are
generated
both
in
clockwise
and
anti-clockwise
directions.
Connectors (as shown in Figure 3) are curved paths that inter-connect the gate points, the tracks,
directions. The different types of connectors are explained as follows:
The different
types
of
connectors
are
explained
as
follows:
and the headland passes. The connectors are generated both in clockwise and anti-clockwise

1.

2.
3.
4.

1.
Gate-to-headland
(G2H): A are
connection
path
between the field gate and the first
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The differentconnector
types of connectors
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connector
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and and
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theenter
first and
headland
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G2H
connectors
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path
for
the
agricultural
vehicles
exit the field area.
headland pass. The G2H connectors provide the path for the agricultural vehicles to enter and
exit the
field area.
2.
Headland-to-headland
connector (H2H): A connection path between two adjacent headland
exit the field area.
passes. These connectors
are used(H2H):
for agricultural
vehicles path
to move
between
headland
passes.
Headland-to-headland
connector
A connection
between
two
adjacent
headland
2. Headland-to-headland connector (H2H): A connection path between two adjacent headland
3. Track-to-headland
connector
(T2H):
Aagricultural
connection path
between
a trackbetween
end and aheadland
headland pass
passes.
These
connectors
are
used
for
vehicles
to
move
passes.
passes. These connectors are used for agricultural vehicles to move between headland passes.
for agricultural vehicles to drive from a track to a headland pass or vice versa.
Track-to-headland
connector
(T2H):
AAconnection
betweena atrack
track
end
a headland
3. Track-to-headland
connector
(T2H):
connection path between
end
andand
a headland
pass pass
4. Track-to-track connector (T2T): A connection path between a track end and another track end.
for agricultural
vehicles
drivefrom
fromaatrack
track to
to a headland
vice
versa.
for agricultural
vehicles
to to
drive
headlandpass
passoror
vice
versa.
4. Track-to-track
connector
(T2T):
connectionpath
path between
and
another
track
end.end.
Track-to-track
connector
(T2T):
AAconnection
betweenaatrack
trackend
end
and
another
track

Figure 3. An illustrative example of four types of connectors.

Figure
3. An
illustrative
fourtypes
typesofofconnectors.
connectors.
Figure
3. An
illustrativeexample
example of
of four

In the followings section, the procedure of generation of the aforementioned four types of
connectors by using the Dubins curves path method [15] is described. A Dubins curve path is the
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In the followings section, the procedure of generation of the aforementioned four types of
connectors by using the Dubins curves path method [15] is described. A Dubins curve path is the
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Figure 4a)existing
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on a specified
by inserting
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Figure
4a)inbetween
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(𝑙), so that
segments
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so thatlength
no segments
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thanare
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giventhan
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Additionally,
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E
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t
(t
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2
∗
d,
where
d
is
the
perpendicular
distance
of
gate
to thepass)
E with radius t (t is set to 2∗d, where d is the perpendicular distance of gate to the first headland
first headland pass) (Figure 4b) is created and only those headland pass points (black points in Figure
(Figure 4b) is created and only those headland pass points (black points in Figure 4c) within C are
4c) within C are considered as an ending point of the G2H connector. Then, the shortest connection
considered as an ending point of the G2H connector. Then, the shortest connection path (black curved
path (black curved path in Figure 4c) among all connection paths is generated (by implementing the
path in
Figure 4c) among all connection paths is generated (by implementing the Dubins method)
Dubins method) between the gate, and the set of selected points within the circle C is selected as the
between
the
gate, and the set of selected points within the circle C is selected as the G2H connector.
G2H
connector.

Figure 4. Illustration of procedures of generating gate to headland connector: (a) densify headland
Figureon
4. Illustration
of procedures
of generating
to headland
connector:
densify
headland
pass based
given length
(l); (b) generate
a circlegate
centered
at gate
E with (a)
radius
t; (c)
generated
pass based on given length (l); (b) generate a circle centered at gate E with radius t; (c) generated
G2H connector.
G2H connector.

To generate H2H and T2H connectors, the same procedure for generation of a connector G2H is
To generate H2H and T2H connectors, the same procedure for generation of a connector G2H is
implemented. The circle C is centred at the ending point of a G2H connector, and at the end of a track,
implemented. The circle C is centred at the ending point of a G2H connector, and at the end of a track,
for generation of a H2H and a T2H connector, respectively. Figure 5a,b illustrates the generated H2H
for generation of a H2H and a T2H connector, respectively. Figure 5a,b illustrates the generated H2H
and T2H
connectors,
respectively.
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and
T2H
connectors,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

FigureFigure
5. (a) 5.
The
connector
(blue
path),
(blackpath).
path).
(a) H2H
The H2H
connector
(blue
path),(b)
(b)the
theT2H
T2H connector
connector (black

Regarding the generation of T2T connectors, only the connectors that are not crossing the field
body area are generated. Figure 6 illustrates all the possible T2T connectors (red paths) from a track
end to all other tracks’ ends inside the headland area.

(b)

(a)
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Figure 5. (a) The H2H connector (blue path), (b) the T2H connector (black path).
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Path
Generation
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Path
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and connectors,
connectors, a acomplete
path
cancan
be generated
to to
WithWith
the above-mentioned
fixed
complete
path
be generated
cover the entire field according to a specified fieldwork pattern (Figure 7a). Then, the problem of
cover the entire field according to a specified fieldwork pattern (Figure 7a). Then, the problem
generation a path for field coverage is equivalent to the problem of traversing the undirected,
of generation a path for field coverage is equivalent to the problem of traversing the undirected,
weighted graph (Figure 7b) G = (V, E), where V = {v0 , v1 ,… , vn, }, n ∈ Z, is the set of vertices consisting
weighted
graph (Figure 7b) G = (V, E), where V = v0 , vv1 , .representing
. . , vn, , n ∈the
Z, gate,
is the
set of vertices
of all ending points of fixed entities and the connectors, with
and E = {e =
0
consisting
fixed entities
the connectors,
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representing
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i
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by its type g ∈ {G2H, H2H, T2H, T2H, H, T}, and its length that and
o
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16 T},
connectors.
Each
e = vi , vj , i , j is characterized by its type g ∈ {G2H, H2H, T2H, T2H,
and its length that equals to the actual length of the corresponding edge of the fixed entities or
equals to the actual length of the corresponding edge of the fixed entities or connectors. In the
connectors. In the undirected graph, all edges can be traversed from both directions in the form of
undirected graph, all edges can be traversed from both directions in the form of sequence [s, t] when
[s,1 t]orwhen
sequence
= 1m
or=[t,−1.
s] when m = −1.
m=
[t, s] m
when

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.
The 7.
fixed
and all
(a),(a),
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their
undirectedgraph
graph
(b).
Figure
The entities
fixed entities
andconnectors
all connectors
and
theirconversion
conversion to
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The entire continuous path for field coverage consists of four sub-paths, which are: the sub-path
that connects the field gate with the outer headland pass, the headland passes traversing path (PH)
that connects all headland passes Hi={1,…,h} as one path that starts from the gate, the fieldwork tracks
traversing path (PT) that connects the ordered tracks and the field exiting path (PB) for vehicle exiting
field from the last track in ρ when the operation is done.
In order to generate these sub-paths, four methods are defined:
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The entire continuous path for field coverage consists of four sub-paths, which are: the sub-path
that connects the field gate with the outer headland pass, the headland passes traversing path (PH )
that connects all headland passes Hi={1,...,h} as one path that starts from the gate, the fieldwork tracks
traversing path (PT ) that connects the ordered tracks and the field exiting path (PB ) for vehicle exiting
field from the last track in ρ when the operation is done.
In order to generate these sub-paths, four methods are defined:

•

adj(vi , m) : is a function for headland traversing path PH generation, which finds all adjacent
vertices
{v} of vi that directly link with vi in the graph based on the given direction m.

seq vi , vj : finds the shortest path with a sequence of vertices from a source vertex vi to a target
vertex vj on the graph (by implementing the Dijkstra’s algorithm [16].
get(e, m) : returns the two vertex ids which correspond to edge e in sequence [s, t] when m = 1
[t, s] when m = −1.
or in sequence

find vi , vj : returns the edge e that links vi to, vj .

•

Θ(p) : returns the last vertex of path p.

•
•
•

The procedures of generation are summarized in Algorithm 1, where the assumed headland
traversing direction is clockwise (m = 1).
Algorithm 1. Pseudo codes for continuous path generation.
Initialization:
Path p is initialized as set p = {v0 } that starts at gate.
PH path generation:
Get all edges with type H, setH = {ei } where ei ·type == H;
While setH , ∅
Apply adj(Θ(p), 1) → {v} to get all adjacent vertices of the last vertex of path p;
I f ∀x ∈ {v}, e = f ind(Θ(p), x) such that e ∈ setH and e·type == H;
Then add e to path p = p ∪ e; and remove e from setH : setH = setH r e;
Else if e·type == H2H, then add headland connector e to path p = p ∪ e.
End
PT path generation:
ptemp = get(e1 , de1 );

p = p ∪ seq Θ(p), Θ ptemp # Find the path from last vertex of p to starting vertex of track edge e1 ;
For i = 1 : (n − 1) do:
p = p ∪ get(ei , dei ); # Add vertices of track edge ei to path p
p = p ∪ seq(Θ(p), ei+1 ); # Add path that is from end vertex of ei to start vertex of ei+1 to path p
p = p ∪ get(ei , dei+1 ); # Add vertices of track edge ei+1 to path p
End
PB path generation:
p = p ∪ seq(Θ(p), v0 ); # Exiting field from last vertex of path p

2.2.4. Distance-Based Field Efficiency
In order to quantify the performance of a machinery system (tractor-implement or self-propelled
machine), the distanced-based field efficiency is defined, as a function of the field shape, the
machinery features, the operating width, and the fieldwork pattern, FTE :→ FTE(B, w, u, h, r, E, F) ,
and is expressed as:
Ph
Pn
i=1 d(Hi ) + + i=1 d(Ti )
FTE =
(1)
d(p)
where

h
P
i=1

d ( Hi ) ,

n
P
i=1

d(Ti ) is the total effective length of headland passes and tracks, respectively, while

d(p) is the total length of the continues path.
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2.3. Sample Fields Scenarios
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = 𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑒1 , 𝑑𝑒1 );
In order to show the degree of the dependence of the field efficiency on the operational features,
𝑝 = 𝑝 ∪ 𝑠𝑒𝑞(𝛩(𝑝), 𝛩(𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 )) # Find the path from last vertex of 𝑝 to starting vertex of track
a number of scenarios have been defined. Specifically, a number of 864 scenarios were generated
edge 𝑒1 ;
derived from the consideration of six field shapes, three conventional fieldwork patterns, four driving
For 𝑖 = 1: (𝑛 − 1) do:
directions, and twelve combinations of turning radius and implement width. The specific selected
𝑝 = 𝑝 ∪ 𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑒𝑖 , 𝑑𝑒𝑖 ); # Add vertices of track edge 𝑒𝑖 to path 𝑝
values of input parameters
were:
𝑝 = 𝑝 ∪ 𝑠𝑒𝑞(𝛩(𝑝), 𝑒𝑖+1 ); # Add path that is from end vertex of 𝑒𝑖 to start vertex of 𝑒𝑖+1 to
path: Six
𝑝 different template fields (Figure 8) with the same field area (10 ha) were selected as
(a) Field
𝑝=
𝑝 ∪ 𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑒
vertices
of have
track edge
path
𝑝
test
fields.
These
field
shapes
been𝑒used
a number
of studies of agricultural
𝑖 , 𝑑artificial
𝑒𝑖+1 ); # Add
𝑖+1 toin
End
machinery
management [17–20].
(b) 𝑷
Machinery
system: Three different types of machinery with different implements were considered
𝑩 path generation:
= 𝑝 ∪of𝑠𝑒𝑞(Θ(𝑝),
𝑣0maneuverability
); # Exiting field from
last vertexturning
of path radius).
𝑝
in 𝑝terms
sizes and
(minimum
Specifically, a large sized
machine with a minimum turning radius of 6 m, a medium sized machine with a minimum
2.2.4.turning
Distance-Based
radius ofField
4.5 m,Efficiency
and a small sized unit with minimum turning radius of 3 m, were selected.
The
selected
implements’
width ranged
3 m tosystem
12 m. The
specific test setups
of machinery
In
order
to quantify
the performance
of afrom
machinery
(tractor-implement
or self-propelled
and
implements
(Table
1)
have
been
selected
as
typical
configurations
implemented
in field
machine), the distanced-based field efficiency is defined, as a function of the field shape,
the
operation
management
assessments
[17,18].
machinery features, the operating width, and the fieldwork pattern, FTE: → FTE(B, w, u, h, r, E, F), and
(c)
Fieldwork
is expressed
as: pattern: Three different common used fieldwork patterns (Figure 9a, AB; Figure 9b,
SF; and Figure 9c, BL) were selected for
the assessment. Each fieldwork pattern is represented
∑hi=1 d(Hi ) + + ∑ni=1 d(Ti )
mathematically with the traversal
function, which produces the traversal sequence of the field
(1)
FTE =
d(p)three patterns are provided in Bochtis et al.
tracks. The specific traversal functions of these
(2013)
fieldwork
pattern
traversal
sequence
of field-work
tracks,
thereby
∑hi=1 [17].
where
d(Hi )The
, ∑ni=1
d(Ti ) is the
total defines
effectivethe
length
of headland
passes
and tracks,
respectively,
the total
non-working
turning
distance in the headland area, and subsequently
whiledetermining
d(p) is the total
length
of the continues
path.
determining how efficient the machinery performs, in terms of distance covered [21].
2.3. Sample
Fields
Scenarios
(d)
Driving
direction:
The driving direction is an important factor in determining the number of
tracks
and
their
length,
andof
subsequently
affecting
field
efficiency.
Four
driving directions
In order to show the degree
the dependence
of thethe
field
efficiency
on the
operational
features,
◦
◦
◦
◦
(θ
=
0
,
30
,
60
,
and
90
)
were
selected.
a number of scenarios have been defined. Specifically, a number of 864 scenarios were generated

derived from the consideration of six field shapes, three conventional fieldwork patterns, four driving
directions, and twelve combinations
of setups
turning
radius andand
implement
width. The specific selected
Table 1. Tested
of machinery
implements.
values of input parameters were:
Minimum Turning Radius r (m)

Operating Width w (m)

(a) Field shape: SixLarge
different
template fields (Figure
8)4.5with 7.5
the same
(10 ha) were selected
size machine
6
9 field
10.5area12
as test fields. These
artificial
field shapes4.5
have been
number
of agricultural
4.5 used
6 in a7.5
9 of studies
Medium
size machine
Small size [17–20].
machine
3
3
4.5
6
machinery management

Figure
Figure 8.
8. The
The six
six template
template fields
fields that
that were
were selected
selected as
as test
test fields.
fields.

(b) Machinery system: Three different types of machinery with different implements were
considered in terms of sizes and maneuverability (minimum turning radius). Specifically, a large
sized machine with a minimum turning radius of 6 m, a medium sized machine with a minimum
turning radius of 4.5 m, and a small sized unit with minimum turning radius of 3 m, were
selected. The selected implements’ width ranged from 3 m to 12 m. The specific test setups of

9c, BL) were selected for the assessment. Each fieldwork pattern is represented mathematically
with the traversal function, which produces the traversal sequence of the field tracks. The
specific traversal functions of these three patterns are provided in Bochtis et al. (2013) [17]. The
fieldwork pattern defines the traversal sequence of field-work tracks, thereby determining the
total non-working turning distance in the headland area, and subsequently determining how
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efficient the machinery performs, in terms of distance covered [21].

Figure 9. Three conventional fieldwork patterns, (a) AB—pattern, (b) SF—pattern and (c) BL—pattern
Figure 9. Three conventional fieldwork patterns, (a) AB - pattern, (b) SF - pattern and (c) BL - pattern
used in the tests.
used in the tests.

3. Results
(d) Driving direction: The driving direction is an important factor in determining the number of
3.1. Effect
Fieldtheir
Shape
on FTE
tracksofand
length,
and subsequently affecting the field efficiency. Four driving directions
°
°
°
(θ = 0 , 30 , 60 , and 90° ) were selected.
Figure 10 provides the average, minimum, and maximum FTE values for all tested scenarios in
each template field shape (Figure 8). The specific scenarios for which the FTE receives the minimum
3. Results
and maximum values in each individual field template, are given in Table 2. Significant variations in
the average
valueShape
of FTE
3.1.
Effect of Field
onwere
FTE found between these six fields. As expected, odd shapes, such as REN,
BPL are characterized by lower average values of FTE when compared to more regular shapes, i.e.,
10 provides
average,
minimum,
maximum
FTE
values
for allThe
tested
in
SQR,Figure
STD, R21
and R41.the
The
same findings
are and
derived
by other
studies
[7,22].
FTEscenarios
also varied
each
template
field
shape
(Figure
8).
The
specific
scenarios
for
which
the
FTE
receives
the
minimum
significantly in the same field shape when using different setups of test parameters. The discrepancy
Appl.
Sci. 2020, 10,
329 in each individual field template, are given in Table 3. Significant variations
10 in
of 16
and
maximum
values
between
the minimum
and maximum FTE in the same field shape is between 15% (in the case of SQR
the
average
value
FTE
were
found
field)
and 23%.
(inofthe
case
of the
BPLbetween
field). these six fields. As expected, odd shapes, such as REN,
BPL are characterized by lower average values of FTE when compared to more regular shapes, i.e.,
SQR, STD, R21 and R41. The same findings are derived by other studies [7,22]. The FTE also varied
significantly in the same field shape when using different setups of test parameters. The discrepancy
between the minimum and maximum FTE in the same field shape is between 15% (in the case of SQR
field) and 23%. (in the case of the BPL field).

Figure 10. The minimum (min), average (ave), and maximum (max) field traversing efficiency (FTE)
for each template field.

Figure 10. The minimum (min), average (ave), and maximum (max) field traversing efficiency (FTE)
for each template field.
Table 3. The scenarios for min, max computed FTE in each test field.
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Table 2. The scenarios for min, max computed FTE in each test field.
Field
Shape

SQR

Scenario Returning Minimum FTE

Scenario Returning Maximum FTE

Pattern

Width (m)

Radius (m)

Direction
(Degrees)

Pattern

Width (m)

Radius (m)

Direction
(Degrees)

SF

12

6

30

BL

4.5

3

0

STD

SF

12

6

30

BL

3

3

0

R41

AB

4.5

6

30

AB

6

3

90

R21

SF

12

6

30

AB

4.5

3

90

REN

SF

12

6

30

BL

3

3

0

BPL

SF

9

6

60

AB

6

3

0

3.2. Effect of Fieldwork Pattern on FTE
It can be seen from Figure 11 that the AB and BL patterns are superior to the SF one, when
comparing the resulting average FTE for each one of the individual sample fields. Therefore, selection of
a suitable
fieldwork pattern for a particular field can improve the machinery performance substantially.
Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 329
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For instance, in the BPL field, the average FTE for the SF pattern is 7.6% higher than its counterpart for
the AB pattern. This fact has been already shown in a number of studies.

Figure 11. Average FTE for the three selected fieldwork patterns (AB, SF, and BL) in all template
field shapes.
Figure 11. Average FTE for the three selected fieldwork patterns (AB, SF, and BL) in all template field

3.3. Effect of shapes.
Driving Direction on FTE
As it is shown in Figure 12 the driving direction of 90◦ yielded the higher average FTE than
3.3. Effect of Driving Direction on FTE
the other tested directions. Even in the same type of field, the FTE also varied substantially when
As itdirections.
is shown inFor
Figure
12 the driving
direction of
theFTE
higher
average
FTE 10%
than when
the
using different
instance,
the discrepancy
of90°
theyielded
average
is up
to about
other tested directions. Even in the same◦ type of field,
the
FTE
also
varied
substantially
when
using
comparing the applied driving direction 0 and 90◦ in R41 field. More tracks require more turns
different directions. For instance, the discrepancy of the average FTE is up to about 10% when
to cover the same field area, and subsequently
resulting in lower field efficiency. Taking R41 as an
comparing the applied driving direction 0° and 90° in R41 field. More tracks require more turns to
◦
◦
example,
the the
driving
produces
158 more
tracksinthan
using
direction
cover
samedirection
field area,0 and
subsequently
resulting
lower
fielddriving
efficiency.
Taking90R41when
as anthe
°
operating
width
is
3
m.
example, the driving direction 0 produces 158 more tracks than using driving direction 90° when
the operating width is 3 m.
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Figure 12. Average FTE for all template field shapes in each driving direction.

4. Discussion and Figure
Conclusions
12. Average FTE for all template field shapes in each driving direction.
In this paper, a new index for the efficiency of field operations was presented. This new index, FTE,
4. Discussion and Conclusions
provides an objective measure for the operational productivity since it is a function of well-defined
In this paper,
a new
index forthe
thefield
efficiency
of field
operations
was presented.
This new index,
and measurable
features,
including
area and
shape
(field features),
the machines’
operating
FTE,
provides
an
objective
measure
for
the
operational
productivity
since
it
is
a
function
of
wellwidth and turning radius (machinery features), the driving direction and the field-work
pattern
defined
and
measurable
features,
including
the
field
area
and
shape
(field
features),
the
machines’
(operating features).
operating width and turning radius (machinery features), the driving direction and the field-work
A number of scenarios, in terms of the above-mentioned features interaction, have been generated
pattern (operating features).
in order toAdemonstrate
the sensitivity of the FTE to that features. The values of the FTE ranged between
number of scenarios, in terms of the above-mentioned features interaction, have been
70% and
98%
for
all
tested
scenarios. the
It issensitivity
worth noting
selection
of the
features
generated in order to demonstrate
of thethat
FTEthe
to that
features.
Themachinery
values of the
FTE to
be tested,
provides
representative
in terms
of operating
thethe
implements
ranged
betweena70%
and 98% for range
all tested
scenarios.
It is worthwidth
notingofthat
selection of(4.5
the m to
12 m)machinery
and the tractors’
turning
radius between
3m
and 6 of
m),
and field-work
features size
to be(minimum
tested, provides
a representative
range
in terms
operating
width of patterns
the
implements
(4.5most
m tocommon
12 m) andpatterns
the tractors’
size (minimum
radius between
3 m and
6 m),of the
selected
regard the
in agricultural
fieldturning
area coverage.
An average
value
andbeen
field-work
patterns selected
themix
most
patterns
in agriculturalbetween
field areathe
coverage.
FTE has
also calculated
basedregard
on the
ofcommon
all (realistic)
combinations
machinery
An
average
value
of
the
FTE
has
been
also
calculated
based
on
the
mix
of
all
(realistic)
combinations
and operating features for a specific field. To this end, this average can provide an index for a specific
between the machinery and operating features for a specific field. To this end, this average can
field that
represents its operability as a function solely of its shape and total area. However, generating
provide an index for a specific field that represents its operability as a function solely of its shape and
a field operability index is an issue of further research, since a more comprehensive and well-defined
total area. However, generating a field operability index is an issue of further research, since a more
groupcomprehensive
of alternatives
have to be generated to provide this average value. These alternatives include,
and well-defined group of alternatives have to be generated to provide this average
as anvalue.
example,
the
exhaustive
enumeration
of all feasible
driving enumeration
directions (and
not
just the
use of the
These
alternatives
include,
as an example,
the exhaustive
of all
feasible
driving
◦ , 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ in the case of artificial
o
o
oand the o
indicative
directions
of
0
fields
two
perpendicular
directions (and not just the use of the indicative directions of 0 , 30 , 60 , and 90 in the case of
directions,
namely
the vertical
to the longest
field
in and
the case
of real fields.
artificial
fields the
andparallel
the two and
perpendicular
directions,
namely
the edge,
parallel
the vertical
to the
longest
field
edge, in
the case of real
fields.
The
total
longest
productive
travel
length depends on the operating width (shorter operating
The to
total
longest
productive
travel length
depends
on the
width (shorter
operating
width results
higher
productive
travelled
distance)
and for
the operating
same operating
width depends
on the
width
results
to
higher
productive
travelled
distance)
and
for
the
same
operating
width
depends
on
area overlaps which are a function (given a fixed operating width) of the travelling direction. For the
area overlaps which are a function (given a fixed operating width) of the travelling direction. For
cases the
presented
in Table 2, it is clear that for the cases of SQR, STD, R21, REN, and BPL the maximum
the cases presented in Table 3, it is clear that for the cases of SQR, STD, R21, REN, and BPL the
FTE corresponds to longest travelled productive distances, while in the case of R41 the diversion
between the min and max FTE values is attributed to the driving direction.
The method can be easily implemented in real fields. As an example, Figure 13 shows the
generated continuous paths with corresponding FTE for two fields implementing three different
field-work patterns.

maximum FTE corresponds to longest travelled productive distances, while in the case of R41 the
diversion between the min and max FTE values is attributed to the driving direction.
The method can be easily implemented in real fields. As an example, Figure 13 shows the
generated continuous paths with corresponding FTE for two fields implementing three different
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Pattern: AB; FTE: 88.2%
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Pattern: AB; FTE: 87.0%

Pattern: SF; FTE: 87.1%

Pattern: SF; FTE: 84.1%

Pattern: BL; 𝐹𝑇𝐸: 86.0%

Pattern: BL; FTE: 86.0%

14 of 16

Figure13.
13.Demonstration
Demonstrationofofthe
theeffect
effectofof
the
field-work
pattern
FTE.
Other
parameters
Figure
the
field-work
pattern
onon
FTE.
Other
parameters
areare
thethe
same
same
for
all
cases
(operating
width:
9
m;
turning
radius:
6
m;
number
of
headlands:
2).
for all cases (operating width: 9 m; turning radius: 6 m; number of headlands: 2).
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The approach can also be implemented also as decision support system for the field operational
planning since the process of selecting the optimal combination of features such as operating width,
driving direction, and field-work pattern it is not a trivial one. As for example, Figure 14 depicts
a field implementation showing the variability of FTE in different operational setups for this field.
It can be seen that by comparing the FTE between the configurations in Figure 14a,b, the one with
the narrower operating width (b) results to a higher FTE compared with the larger width (a) due to
the selection of the SF pattern in the former case. Analogously, by comparing the FTE configurations
BL;shorter
𝐹𝑇𝐸: 86.0%
Pattern:
BL;toFTE:
86.0% of another
between FigurePattern:
14c,d, the
operating width results to a higher
FTE due
the selection
field-work
Zhou et al.,
was
that thepattern
improvement
in the parameters
field efficiency
can be
Figure pattern.
13. Demonstration
of (2015)
the effect
ofshown
the field-work
on FTE. Other
are the
up tosame
7% by
an appropriate
foradopting
all cases (operating
width: fieldwork
9 m; turningpattern
radius: [23].
6 m; number of headlands: 2).

𝐹 = AB; 𝑤 = 9; 𝑟 = 6; ℎ = 2; FTE = 76.1%

𝐹 = SF; 𝑤 = 7.5; 𝑟 = 6; ℎ = 2; FTE = 78.2%

(a)

(b)

𝐹 = 𝐴𝐵; 𝑤 = 7.5; 𝑟 = 6; ℎ = 2; 𝐹𝑇𝐸 = 88.3%

𝐹 = 𝑆𝐹; 𝑤 = 9; 𝑟 = 6; ℎ = 2; 𝐹𝑇𝐸 = 82.2%

(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Demonstration of generated continuous paths with FTE on two selected fields (F: pattern; w:
width; r: radius; h: headlands).

This first approach on FTE definition and estimation process presents a number of limitations.
Specifically, these limitations include the path generation in fields with obstacles, in fields with un-even
terrain, and in capacitated operations. Although there are existing methods for the generation of
such paths (e.g., field with obstacles: [24,25], three-dimensional path planning: [26,27], capacitated
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operations [28,29]), there are optimization processes involved meaning that the generated paths can be
also near-optimal solutions and thus biasing the objectiveness of the estimation of the field efficiency.
In other words, the value of the estimated FTE will depend on the methodology followed. The inclusion
of methods that generates these paths in the FTE estimation process and the necessary introduction of
optimality conditions is an issue of further research.
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